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CL/06/01 
Take a small number of words or phrases (between 2 and 5) and do a corpus study to 
show how they are used in similar or different ways.  Choose words/phrases which are 
interesting in some way e.g. your students often confuse them; they cause problems for 
translators working with a specific language; you yourself have difficulty deciding when 
to use one or the other.  Examples of words/phrases which have been studied in the 
past include: between and through; immense, enormous and massive; reason to and 
reason for; on the other hand and on the contrary.  (You should not repeat these studies, 
which are mentioned as examples, but should choose different sets of words.  You may 
choose words from a language other than English, if you have an available corpus, but 
make sure that a monolingual English speaker can understand your argument.) 
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1. Introduction 

In my experience as an English as a Foreign Language teacher, I have often been asked 

by learners to explain the difference between two words which seem to them or have 

been taught to them as virtually synonymous.  More often than not I have relied on my 

intuition and experience as a native speaker of English to attempt to give a satisfactory 

answer.  In many cases, this is sufficient and I am satisfied that I have not misled or 

misinformed the learner.  However, there are also cases where I feel unsatisfied with 

my own explanation. 

 

In a recent English conversation lesson, I was asked by a university student “What is the 

difference between lots and plenty?”  She had been taught that the two had the same 

meaning so was understandably confused as to why both choices were available to her.  

My initial response was that they are generally synonymous but, through recollection of 

my experiences with the words, plenty sounded more formal and was probably used less 

often in conversation.  I then explained that plenty also has the meaning of ‘more than 

enough’, while lots simply means ‘a large amount’, though upon reflection it seemed to 

me that lots was sometimes also used to mean ‘more than enough’.  The student 

seemed content to accept the information, but I suspected there was more to it than that 

and that some focused research would be necessary to obtain a more satisfying 

explanation. 

 

This paper details my application of various corpus linguistics techniques on the Bank 

of English corpus to investigate the similarities and differences in the usage of lots and 

plenty.  The first section will very briefly introduce the background of corpus 
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linguistics before going on to introduce some key techniques in corpus study.  The 

second section will deal with the application of the techniques to the words under 

investigation here and what might be concluded from the results. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1 Intuition and Evidence 

Corpus linguistics is the investigation of the structure and usage of languages based on 

evidence found in corpora – collections of various types of texts collected and analysed.  

Previously a pain-staking and error prone process done manually, 

Corpus linguistics is … now inextricably linked to the computer, which has introduced 

incredible speed, total accountability, accurate replicability, statistical reliability and the 

ability to handle huge amounts of data. (Kennedy, 1998: 5) 

 

Advances in computer technology over the last 40 years have led to the creation of ‘a 

large number of computerized corpora varying in size, design and research purpose’ 

(Aijmer and Altenberg, 1991: 2) ranging from the early one million word Brown Corpus 

published in 1961 (Stubbs, 1996: xvi) to the still growing ‘mega-corpus’ (Kennedy, 

1998: 46) represented by the Bank of English Corpus (BOE) which currently consists of 

450 million words (Bank of English, 2005) and will be used exclusively in the research 

detailed in this paper. 

 

Prior to the widespread availability of computers the main method of judging what was 

possible and what was not in terms of English language usage was native-speaker 

intuition, championed by Chomsky who felt that ‘native-speaker intuition is sufficient to 

identify what is acceptable in a language, without the need for further evidence’ 
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(Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 109).  Hunston and Laviosa (ibid.) point out that while 

intuitive assessment of the correctness of English is a necessary part of many people’s 

daily lives, teachers in particular, it can lead to answers that focus on whether or not 

something can be said as opposed to whether it is said.  Judgements about whether a 

sentence is grammatically possible in absence of evidence of actual usage are 

problematic because, 

Actual usage plays a very minor role in one’s consciousness of language and one would be 

recording largely ideas about language rather than facts of it. (Sinclair, 1991: 39) 

 

Given the enormous number of words and possible combinations of those words 

available to users of the English language, it seems reasonable to assume that intuition 

alone will often be insufficient and unreliable in noting all of them.  Conversely, 

corpus studies can identify only what is used but not what is possible.  Native speaker 

intuition may suggest that something is correct, while corpus evidence may show that it 

is rare.  The only thing to be done is to point out to the learner that there are many 

possibilities, but some choices are more natural than others.  Rather than rely on one or 

the other, corpus evidence needs be used in concert with intuition.  (see Hunston and 

Laviosa, 2000: 112) 

 

2.2 Collocation 

A key concept in corpus investigation, and one that will be examined closely in this 

paper, is that of collocation.  Collocation refers to the regular and predictable 

co-occurrence of words in a text or an utterance (Coulthard et al, 2000: 77).  McCarthy 

characterises collocation as a ‘marriage contract between words’ and points out that the 

‘marriage’ is stronger between some words than others (1990: 12).   
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2.2.1 Concordances 

One possible starting point in the study of collocation is the use of concordances, which 

have ‘been the major tool for accessing corpora’ (Kennedy, 1998: 247).  Concordances 

are lines of text of a given length featuring the word under investigation (the node) in 

the centre of the page and its surrounding context (collocates) from which information 

can be drawn about patterns of relationships between words.  The expanded context of 

concordance lines is key because, as Kennedy (1991: 101) points out, collocates are 

sometimes separated by intervening words. (see also Stubbs, 1996: 175; Barnbrook, 

1996: 87; Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 26-53) 

 

2.2.2 Wordlists 

A second method employed by the BOE to identify collocations is the use of wordlists.  

One option is to use a collocation listing which offers counts of all instances (tokens) of 

collocates (types) within a given span of the node.  Another is the ‘picture’ function, 

which presents columns of collocates on either side of the node; one column for one 

place to the right, one column for two places to right, and so on up to six places to the 

right or left.  Hunston and Laviosa (2000: 54) suggest that this type of information is a 

particularly good starting point for the investigation of very frequent words, but warn 

that results need to be assessed with caution since they ‘suggest’ rather than ‘tell’ us 

things (ibid.: 57). 

 

2.2.3 Measuring Collocational Strength 

The wordlists in the BOE can be sorted in three ways: by frequency, by t-score, and by 
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mutual information score.  Each of these measures of the strength of a collocation has 

its own considerations. (see Biber, Conrad and Reppen, 1998: 265-286; Barnbrook, 

1996: 97-100; Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 15-18) 

 

Biber, Conrad, and Reppen (1998: 265) state that ‘the simplest way to identify collocate 

pairs is by their relative frequency’ which ‘can give a sense of the most common 

collocational associations’.  The drawback here is that many high frequency collocates 

of a given node will also be high frequency words in general, and therefore likely to 

collocate frequently with many words other than the ones being examined simply by 

chance. 

 

One alternative to straight frequency counts is to use what is known as a mutual 

information (MI) score.  Mutual information calculates the attraction between two 

words, or the likelihood that if one appears the other will appear in close proximity to it.  

The BOE employs both positive and negative MI scores; the higher the score, the higher 

the mutual attraction between words.  The major drawback of MI scores is that they 

tend to ‘prioritise unusual words’ (Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 17) leading to high 

rankings for some unusual combinations that may be unique to a particular corpus.  

 

Another alternative measure of strength is t-score, which measures the likelihood of a 

word appearing as a collocate of one word rather than another.  Unlike MI, t-score only 

measures the attraction of the collocate to the node and not vice versa, so lists tend to 

include many grammatical words which are important to the functioning of the node.  

The node, on the other hand, is not important to the functioning of the grammatical 
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word. 

 

No one of the above measures can be said to be to provide the best information about a 

particular collocate, so it may be best to use some or all of them in combination to ‘take 

advantage of the different perspectives provided’ (Barnbrook, 1996: 101) in assessing 

the significance of a collocation. 

 

2.3 Note on Findings 

A final note needs to be made before moving on to the investigation at hand (see 

Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 6-7).  It is of utmost importance to keep in mind that the 

results of any corpus study only reflect the examples of the language contained in the 

corpus examined, and not the language as a whole.  Therefore, it is necessary to always 

treat findings only as reasonable evidence rather than hard fact. 

 

3. Investigation and Results 

The present corpus study focuses on the seemingly synonymous words lots and plenty.  

The study was undertaken because, as Biber, Conrad, and Reppen (1998: 43) point out, 

‘“synonymous” words are typically used in very different ways’.  Using the Bank of 

English corpus and the techniques and measures touched on above, it is hoped that some 

of the similarities and differences between lots and plenty will be revealed. 

 

3.1 Definitions of lots and plenty 

The Collins COBUILD Learner’s Dictionary (Sinclair et al, 1996) defines lots in the 

following ways and in the following order (paraphrased from the entry for lot; my 
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example use or modified examples marked with *).  Numbers are the same as in the 

dictionary, however definitions with no possible usages for lots and no examples in the 

BOE are not included leading to some skipped numbers: 

 1. quantifier – lots of something – a large amount of it 
   (He drank lots of milk.) 
   also pronoun 
   (There’s lots going on…) 
 2. adverb – lots – to a great extent or degree 
   (If I went out and accepted a job at lots less money.*) 
 4. noun – lots – referring to sets or groups of things or people 
   (…two lots of 1,000 shares…) 
 5. noun (informal) – lots – referring to specific groups of people 
   (Those lots are always getting into trouble.*) 
 7. noun – one’s lot – the kind of life one has 
   (Many people are unhappy with their lots.*) 

8. phrase – throw in their lots with – decide to work with or support a 
particular group or person, whatever happens 

  (They have thrown in their lots with the Republican party.*) 
9. noun (American) – lots – small areas of land belonging to a person or 

company 
  (The real estate office is advertising 10 new lots for sale.*) 
10. noun – lots – objects or groups of objects being sold at auction 
  (Lots 213 through 218 sold very quickly.*) 
11. phrase – draw lots – a method of deciding who will do something, 

involves drawing marked pieces of paper from a container to choose 
  (We drew lots to decide who would go.*) 

 

It should also be noted that in the BOE corpus there are several instances of Lots as part 

of the name of a racehorse (i.e. Lots of Magic). 

 

Plenty, perhaps not surprisingly, has far fewer definitions and is defined as follows 

(again paraphrased): 
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1. quantifier – plenty of – a large amount of something or things, often more 
than is needed 

  (There was still plenty of time to take Jill out for pizza.) 
  also pronoun 
  (I don’t believe in long interviews.  Fifteen minutes is plenty.) 
2. noun (formal) – Plenty – a situation in which people have a lot to eat or a lot 

of money to live on 
  (You are all fortunate to be growing up in a time of peace and plenty.) 
3. adverb (informal) – plenty – used in front of adjectives or adverbs to 

emphasize the degree of the quality they are describing 
  (The compartment is plenty big enough.) 
4. phrase – in plenty – things that exist or happen in large amounts or numbers 
  (He did have talent in plenty.) 

 

It should also be noted that there are several examples in the BOE of plenty used in 

reference to stage performances or films (Plenty, God’s Plenty), horns of plenty, and the 

Bay of Plenty.    

 

This study will examine only certain of these uses of the two words: definitions 1 and 2 

for lots and all of the definitions of plenty.  This points to a need for close examination 

of the examples contained in the corpus to ensure that unwanted meanings are not 

significantly skewing results. 

 

3.2 Frequency of lots and plenty 

3.2.1 Total frequency 

The total number of tokens found in the BOE for lots is 24381 and for plenty, 27641.  

This gives lots an average of 54.2 tokens per million and plenty an average of 61.4.  So, 

if we only consider the raw frequency of tokens over the whole BOE, it seems there is 

only a slight difference in frequency between the two.  However, when examined more 
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closely, as detailed below, larger differences emerge. 

 

3.2.2 Frequency by subcopora 

The first piece of information returned when entering a simple query (in this case the 

word lots or plenty) into the BOE is a frequency count of the number of tokens found 

and the average number of tokens per million words within each subcorpus in the 

database.  The average per million is the most significant number since each of the 

subcorpora vary in size.  For a full view of all supcorpora and their relative frequencies 

see Appendix 1. 

 

Even a cursory look at the frequency counts across subcorpora provides clues as to how 

lots and plenty function.  The most obvious difference between lots and plenty seems 

to be a strong tendency for the choice to use the former in spoken English.  The top 

two subcorpora on the frequency list for lots are brspok and usspok: 

 
Rank Corpus        Total Number of      Average Number per 
                  Occurrences            Million Words  

1 brspok             2710                135.0/million 
2 usspok              258                127.5/million 

 

brspok and usspok are much lower on the list for plenty, at 13th and 19th position 

respectively, and with much lower frequency per million counts: 

 
Rank Corpus        Total Number of      Average Number per 
                  Occurrences            Million Words  

13 brspok              721                 35.9/million 
19 usspok               29                 14.3/million 

 

This can be seen as evidence that lots is less formal than plenty in spoken English and 

may sound more natural in casual speech. 
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3.2.2.1 British English vs. North American English   

An aspect of usage I hadn’t considered before beginning my investigation was whether 

or not there was a difference in terms of frequency in subcorpora compared by national 

variety of English.  For the purposes of this investigation, rather than examine the 

Australian (oznews) and Canadian (strathy) corpora separately or disregard them 

entirely, for the purposes of this investigation they will be considered in relation to the 

UK and US corpora respectively.  This is done for the sake of simplicity and because 

of general similarities between those varieties of English.  An investigation of a 

broader scope than the one presented here would of course need to consider both the 

Australian and Canadian varieties as unique.  

 

If the ratio of lots to plenty is compared across the subcorpora (Tables 3.2a and 3.2b), 

plenty has a higher frequency per million ratio in most of the UK corpora.  The 

exceptions are brspok, wbe, and brephem.  Comparing the usage of lots to plenty in 

the North American corpora, lots has a higher frequency ratio in all corpora except US 

academic books. 

 
Table 3.2a – Subcorpora showing more frequent usage of plenty 
More frequent usage of plenty   Frequency per million  

 Subcorpus   lots plenty ratio 

oznews    34940271 OZ papers   50.3 88.8 1/1.8 

econ      15716140 UK Economist 67 109.2 1/1.6 

sunnow    44756902 UK Sun/NoW  58.9 85.6 1/1.5 

times     51884209 UK Times  45.9 69.6 1/1.5 

brbooks   43367592 UK books  33.8 51.5 1/1.5 

usacad     6341888 US academic books 11.4 17 1/1.5 

indy      28075280 UK Independent 47.7 64.3 1/1.3 

brmags    44150323 UK magazines 90.6 110.1 1/1.2 

guard     32274484 UK Guardian  43.7 51.2 1/1.2 

bbc       18604882 UK BBC radio 15.7 19.3 1/1.2 

newsci     7894959 UK New Scientist 39.4 44 1/1.1 
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Table 3.2b – Subcorpora showing more frequent usage of lots 
More frequent usage of lots   Frequency per million  

 Subcorpus   lots plenty ratio 

usspok     2023482 US spoken   127.5 14.3 8.9/1 

brspok    20078901 UK spoken  135 35.9 3.8/1 

wbe        9648371 UK Business  25.2 9 2.8/1 

npr       22232422 US public radio 58.2 28.2 2.1/1 

usephem    3506272 US ephemera  102.1 54.8 1.9/1 

strathy   15920137 CA Canadian mixed corpus 40 25.5 1.6/1 

usnews    10002620 US papers  42.1 34.1 1.2/1 

usbooks   32437160 US books  40.5 36.9 1.1/1 

brephem    4640529 UK ephemera   91.4 89.9 1 

 

The results seen here could be influenced by the fact that the BOE has a larger variety 

of U.K. English than North American English corpora and a more balanced selection 

would be needed to come to more definitive conclusions.  But it is perhaps safe to say, 

based on the evidence provided by the BOE corpus, that plenty is slightly more frequent 

than lots, that there is a tendency for lots to be preferred over plenty in natural 

conversation (and, therefore, be less formal), and that North American English tends to 

favour the use of lots over plenty. 

 

3.2.3 Narrowing the focus 

At this point in the study, it was decided to focus further investigation only on the two 

subcorpora, brspok and usspok.  The reasons for this decision are threefold.  First, 

because my students are studying English conversation and are therefore focused mostly 

on spoken uses of English.  Second, because it seems the large difference in frequency 

per million of lots and plenty in these corpora will yield some interesting results.  

Third, because the large number of tokens in the whole BOE (more than 50, 000) 

proved to be exceedingly difficult to rid of unwanted meanings of lots (nearly 2,000 

were found) and plenty.  The much smaller spoken supcorpora contained only 56 

unwanted meanings of lots, and none for plenty leading to the conclusion that unwanted 
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meanings would not skew the data presented to a significant degree. 

 
 

3.3 Using concordance samples 

One possible starting point for corpus research is a random sample of concordance lines, 

which allow repeated collocation patterns to emerge.  100 line samples were obtained 

for both lots and plenty using the simple query function.  The BOE selects 

concordance lines from ‘every nth example of the word’ (Hunston and Laviosa, 2000: 7) 

entered in the initial query. 

 

Right collocates of lots 

Table 3.3a - 24 line sample of lots sorted to the right 

 It is <ZGY> I'm sure yes <ZG0> <M0X> lots and lots of letters off to Stratford
We need more data you see and we need lots and lots of lovely tapes of people  
 <ZF1> quite a <ZF0> quite a bit. Erm lots and lots of suturing <ZGY> all that 
    it's erm because they're going in lots of different schools we say Well    
   to get lots of professional groups lots of different specialties all you    
 s not feminism but of course there's lots of different kinds of feminism.     
a baby boy last night at two o'clock. Lots of love from MX and FX MX and FX and
   you round then <M01> Cheers. <F01> Lots of love. <M01> Bye. <F01> Bye bye.  
  got a wonderful new one and we need lots of money to put it together again.  
     and other people who've given me lots of money I'm able to indulge in it  
 <F0X> <ZGY> into the night we've got lots of other things to do haven't <ZGY> 
 individual reading group reading erm lots of other language work. It demands  
      to do with this. 'Cos I al I do lots of other things besides this you see
I have argued that long and hard with lots of people, including I mean, we had 
Bye bye. Right. Now as I said we have lots of people writing in every seek     
     of Iraq <M01> <000> I mean <ZF1> lots of people <ZF0> lots of people      
   that's a good point. But there are lots of things we can't handle. But I    
    round I must admit it was sort of lots of things you think oh yeah I could 
  <ZF1> who <ZF0> who's gonna pick up lots of things. So perhaps they I thought
 <ZF0> the <F0X> I have been in there lots of times <ZGY> <F03> But don't get  
 this has <ZF0> this has died a death lots of times and it came up again in the
  way before the test, and there were lots of ways in which that could occur,  
   <M0X> connected <F0X> Mm. <M0X> in lots of ways. <tc text=laughs> But <F01> 
  i+ you know <F02> Mm. <F01> there's lots of ways it sounds like you cope like
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The sample above was taken from a random sample of 100 concordance lines and sorted 

first one place to the right of lots (R1) and then two places (R2), since it was determined 

that one place did not reveal enough evidence of patterns.  Patterns of R1 collocates 

with 2 or more instances are presented with as many examples as necessary to reveal 

R1+R2 patterns with 2 or more recurring instances.  In cases where more than 3 

examples of an R1+R2 pattern were found, only 3 of those are included here.  

  

The concordance sample reveals some, but not all, of the common patterns which are of 

interest to the current investigation.  Looking to the right of lots the most prominent 

collocation is the preposition of.  The full 100 line sample (see Appendix 2a) includes 

91 examples of this collocation.  The only other repeated R1 collocation in the sample 

is the conjunction and (3 examples). 

 

In the R2 position the grammatical patterns which emerge are: lots+of+noun (love, 

money, people, things, times, ways), lots+of+adjective (different, other), and 

lots+and+lots. 
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Left collocates of lots 

Table 3.3b - 29 line sample of lots sorted to the left 

 got <tc text=pause> four sisters and lots of women relatives in my family who 
  isn't it 'cos there's just lots and lots of carbon all wrapped round itself. 
    to London. Er oh there's lots and lots of places. <M01> <ZGY> <F01> <ZGY>  
    I think -- then I think there are lots of dimensions to the question of    
   that's a good point. But there are lots of things we can't handle. But I    
    happens to them if you. There are lots of wonderful what ifs that go on    
   stress or with diet or with eating lots of Miss Katie's chicken wings. <X01>
<F01> Well I suppose if you're eating lots of ice cream you can't talk. <M02>  
   Kenya. <M01> Kenya. Well we've got lots of these okay. This is also eighty  
    re like at the back 'cos I've got lots like that. <F0X> Well it's a sports 
Yeah. <F0X> <ZGY> That <ZG0> it's got lots of variations according to the form 
Bye bye. Right. Now as I said we have lots of people writing in every seek     
 one given Sunday. We would also have lots of people who may not be here on a  
    it's erm because they're going in lots of different schools we say Well    
  or in you know in the police and in lots of other organizations. <M02> Mm.   
   <M0X> connected <F0X> Mm. <M0X> in lots of ways. <tc text=laughs> But <F01> 
    <X15> Chancellor Hooker, there is lots of anticipation and great interest  
                <ZZ0> Crime. There is lots of petty crime I suppose. <F01>     
  got a wonderful new one and we need lots of money to put it together again.  
We need more data you see and we need lots and lots of lovely tapes of people  
   space in the flat because you need lots of space to get round things. And   
    xxs in the country. <F02> There's lots of xxs. <F01> Mm. <M02> Mm. There   
      we <tc text=pause> well there's lots of work that needs to be done. <M01>
 into that sort of thing. And there's lots of erm erm projects in er <ZZ1>     
  way before the test, and there were lots of ways in which that could occur,  
    <ZF1> there were <ZF0> there were lots of <ZF1> p+ er <ZF0> people who were
 be worked out in a public forum with lots of input from a variety of people.  
 the best decisions you can make with lots of good advice from other people who
I have argued that long and hard with lots of people, including I mean, we had 

 

The 100 line sample was then re-sorted one place to the left (L1) and examples of each 

repeated L1 collocate (2 or more instances) are presented above (maximum 3 examples).  

It was decided not to sort again in the L2 position since a larger number of different L1 

than R1 collocate types were revealed by sorting one position to the left.  Prominent 

patterns revealed include: to be+lots (are, is, ‘s, were), verb+lots (eating, got, have, 

need), have@+lots (had, have), preposition+lots (in, with), and conjunction+lots (and).   

 

In spite of not being sorted in L2 position, two L2+L1 patterns are easily noticeable in 

the sample: there+to be+lots and lots+and+lots. 
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Right collocates of plenty 

Table 3.3c - 18 line sample of plenty sorted to the right 

     a bit of money and they had got plenty of money but when it came to asking
 No. <F02> and like she's always had plenty of money in her pocket. Been able  
 er and er as you can read there are plenty of other reasons or rationales for 
 Of course I'm clever. Cleverer than plenty of other people. But happiness does
    go on. <F01> Okay. Right. I know plenty of people and I myself can go into 
  used to have <M02> Yes. Yes. <M03> plenty of people taking part <M02> Yes.   
 one. <M01> Just wondered. There are plenty of people who you know d+ end up   
No it's not. <M02> <ZGY> Cos there's plenty of people <ZF1> who <ZF0> who've   
 You know she said er <ZGY> think of plenty of people who could do with a visit
   if it's big enough something with plenty of space to work and modern cooker 
<F01> you felt it was very spacious. Plenty of space for everybody. But <ZF1>  
       <ZF1> and <ZF0> and give them plenty of space <ZF1> and <ZF0> and all   
 of time for that, and there will be plenty of time for that in the weeks and  
 hard. <tc text=pause> <F01> There's plenty of time for it to go horribly wrong
 minutes or so so you have still got plenty of time to get your calls in if you'
we have to be there at ten so that's plenty of time. <F01> That's <ZGY> fine.  
<M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> <ZGY> <F0X> And er plenty of time to <M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> create
 <tc text=tuts> they were they'd got plenty of time because of going into just 

 

The same procedure employed for lots was followed for plenty resulting in the 

concordance sample above.  In this case only one R1 collocate with more than one 

instance emerges; of (78 of 100 lines – see Appendix 2b).  R2 inclusive grammatical 

patterns which emerge are: plenty+of+noun (money, people, space, time) and 

plenty+of+adjective (other). 
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Left collocates of plenty 

Table 3.3d - 27 line sample of plenty sorted to the left 

looking villains about and there are plenty of er heroic disabled people that I'
  <tc text=pause> You feel there are plenty of facilities? <M01> Mm. Yeah. I   
 er and er as you can read there are plenty of other reasons or rationales for 
 of time for that, and there will be plenty of time for that in the weeks and  
   people. <ZGY> There's going to be plenty of scope there for making big      
 right. <F0X> <ZG1> You've <ZG0> got plenty of change? <M02> <ZG1> I'll just   
  Okay no more dedications we've got plenty. FX from Weston Super Mare wants to
          <F0X> Well myself I've got plenty of homes for <ZGY> tables <ZG0>    
student. <F0X> Mm. Oh I think we had plenty of choice in economics didn't we.  
 No. <F02> and like she's always had plenty of money in her pocket. Been able  
take it. <M01> They've certainly had plenty of possession as Andy said there   
    of this document. And we'll have plenty more. <X01> Moddy. <X15> Just to   
  ve got plenty <ZGY> Yeah. We have. Plenty to draw from. <tc text=pause> One  
what have you <F01> Mm. <M01> I have plenty of jackets and to actually buy     
pursuing for three years. And that's plenty long enough. <X01> So how do you   
  ve got loads of gravy on it that's plenty put it put the spoon back. <M02> In
we have to be there at ten so that's plenty of time. <F01> That's <ZGY> fine.  
weed problem to contend with there's plenty of <ZF1> fish <ZF0> fish willing to
  keep you well informed and there's plenty of courses that they put on for us 
  the low side generally but there's plenty of fish topping and plenty of fish 
 were a family of girls er there was plenty of girls about they may have helped
  very very long hours and there was plenty of work and all that but you were  
Little <tc text=pause> Oh there were plenty of beer throwing about in them     
    term. Yes it was. But there were plenty of gips who er er er looked after  
conservative? Or <F01> Oh there were plenty of radicals around weren't there.  
    will start the ball rolling with plenty of meat for you to chew on. We've  
   if it's big enough something with plenty of space to work and modern cooker 

 

The left collocate procedure was again the same as with lots, with similar results in 

terms of the much larger number of L1 collocate types than R1 types.  Prominent 

patterns revealed include: to be+plenty (are, be, ‘s, was, were), got+plenty, have@+lots 

(had, have), and preposition+plenty (with). 

 

3.3.1 Summary of results 

Many similarities emerge here as to how lots and plenty are used in context.  They 

both share the same most prominent R1 collocate and many of the same L1 collocates.  

A few slight differences are noticeable too, such as and in R1 position for lots only and 
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different prominent adjectives and nouns in R2 position.  This may be a fine starting 

point for some types of investigation but, as we shall see in Section 3.4, this small 

sample of concordance lines may miss more than it catches in terms of right collocates.  

One possible reason for these ‘misses’ is the random selection process which uses a 

mathematical formula to select lines (ex. 3000 lines/100 sample lines = 1st line and 

every subsequent 30th line returned).  The larger the number of total lines, the more 

likely a small random sample will miss some significant information. 

 

I am content, however, to let the information revealed by the concordance lines 

regarding left collocates speak for itself.  Given the space constraints for this paper and 

the fact that the concordance results reveal more L1 and L2 similarities than differences, 

the examination of left collocates will stop here.  A more comprehensive corpus study 

would of course need to go further in this area, but it seems there is more illuminating 

data to be found in right collocations.  R1 and R2 collocates will be focused on 

exclusively in the next section. 

 

3.4 Collocations to the right of the node 

The concordance line samples are effective in highlighting some prominent collocation 

pattern trends in regard to lots and plenty.  Right collocates in general seem to be more 

important to the investigation of usage of lots and plenty, so left collocates have been 

left behind.  Right collocates will now be dealt with in much more detail and with 

stricter guidelines.  In the following data, only the raw frequency for lots was used 

leaving the 56 previously mentioned unwanted meanings intact since they did not seem 

to significantly affect the results reported. 
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Using the BOE picture function provides detailed information in regard to frequency, 

t-scores, and mutual information scores. Using picture to take a closer look at R1 and 

R2 collocations yields some interesting results that were missed when looking at a 

random sample of concordance lines.   

 

3.4.1 Criteria for elimination from investigation 

In an effort to limit the number of right collocates to be examined and allow for more 

thorough examination, a decision was taken to only examine collocates that met the 

following criteria: 

 a) no less than 3 examples in the corpora 

 b) percentage of collocates equals no less than 1% of total tokens 

 c) t-score of more than 1.0 

 d) MI score of more than 1.0 

Failure in one or more of the criteria resulted in the collocate being eliminated from the 

investigation. 

 

3.4.2 R1 collocates 

Using the criteria for elimination, three R1 collocates for lots and four for plenty are left 

to be examined further. 

 

Table 3.4a – R1 collocates of lots and plenty 
lots - Total tokens = 2968 plenty - Total tokens = 750

NODE + collocate tokens % t-score MI NODE + collocate tokens % t-score MI

lots of 2587 87.2 49.9 5.8 plenty of 553 73.7 23 5.5

lots and 161 5.4 7 1.2 plenty to 34 4.5 3.1 1.1

lots more 36 1.2 5.2 2.9 plenty more 17 2.3 3.8 3.8

plenty for 9 1.2 1.7 1.2  
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The most frequent R1 collocate of both lots and plenty is of, confirming the 

observations made from the concordance sample.  lots+and was also caught by the 

concordances but plenty+to and plenty+for were missed, along with the R1 collocate 

more for both lots and plenty. 

 

3.4.3 R1+R2 collocates 

Using the same elimination criteria established above to look more closely at R1+R2 

collocates also reveals some information missed by the concordance samples.  It 

should also be noted that the elimination criteria was effective in removing discourse 

particles like er, erm, and yeah (see Kennedy, 1998: 247), often found in high frequency 

in spoken corpora, from the data.  A larger spoken corpus may, however, not find these 

criteria as effective. 

 

NODE+more 

One of two shared R1 collocates presented here is more, which appears to a much lesser 

degree than of.  Given the elimination criteria employed, neither lots+more nor 

plenty+more warrant further examination.  No single R2 collocate in this case was 

found to have more than 2 examples. 

 

lots+and 

Of the 161 examples of lots+and found in the corpora, 159 were of the phrase 

lots+and+lots which had a t-score of 12.6 and an MI score of 12.8.  134 of those were 

lots+and+lots+of and a further 18 were found to be lots+and+lots+and+lots+of (or 

multiple repetitions thereof) which can presumably be covered in the investigation of 
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lots+of.  

 

plenty+to 
plenty+to  Total tokens = 34 Tokens found % t-score MI 
plenty to do 13 38.2 3.6 6.2 
plenty to drink 4 11.8 2 10.7 

 

As can been seen above, plenty+to is most often followed by do or drink.  None of the 

other R2 collocates here overcame the elimination criteria. 

 

plenty+for 

Given that only 9 examples of plenty+for were found in the corpora, it is perhaps not 

surprising that none of the R2 collocates warrant further examination. 

 

NODE+of 

The query strings lots+of and plenty+of were entered into the BOE and picture used to 

come up with the following results. 

 

Table 3.4b – R2 collocates of lots+of 
lots+of - Total tokens = 2587

NODE+of+collocate tokens % t-score MI

lots of people 296 10 16.8 5.6

lots of things 152 5.1 12 5.3

lots of other 112 3.8 10.2 4.9

lots of different 102 3.4 9.9 6
lots of money 72 2.4 8.3 5.7

lots of them 35 1.2 4.9 2.5

lots of good 31 1 4.9 3.2

lots of times 31 1 5.5 5.7

lots of ways 31 1 5.5 6.3

lots of little 30 1 5.1 4.1  

The concordance sample for lots did manage to capture the R2 collocates people, things, 

other, different, money, times, and ways but missed them, good, and little. 
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Table 3.4c – R2 collocates of plenty+of 
plenty+of - Total tokens = 750

NODE+of+collocate tokens % t-score MI

plenty of time 58 7.7 7.5 5.9

plenty of money 32 4.3 5.6 6.7

plenty of people 19 2.5 4.1 3.8

plenty of room 16 2.1 4 7.4

plenty of other 13 1.7 3.4 4.1

plenty of work 12 1.6 3.3 4.5

plenty of things 8 1.1 2.5 3.3  
 

The concordance sample for plenty captured time, money, people, and other but missed 

room, work and things.  Another interesting observation comparing the concordance 

sample with the frequency data is that space was prominent in the concordance, but was 

(by half a percentage point) eliminated in the current line of enquiry.  In fact, as an 

example, lots+of+room has 16 examples in the BOE but only 1 returned by a 100 line 

concordance sample while lots+of+space has 7 examples, 3 of which are returned.  

This kind of imbalance illustrates the point that concordance samples, while providing 

some useful clues to focus a corpus study, may not capture all the pertinent information 

or may mislead the researcher. 

 

Comparing the collocation frequency information here, it can be seen that lots+of and 

plenty+of share the following common top collocates: people, things, money, and other.  

Unshared top collocates for lots are different, them, good, times, ways and little.  

Unshared top collocates for plenty are time, room and work.  It should be noted 

however, that many of the top collocates found with lots but not plenty do occasionally 

collocate with plenty, just to a lesser degree than the elimination criteria here allows.  

The same can be said of the unshared top collocates of plenty.   

 

Considering frequency, t-scores, and mutual information scores closely, higher numbers 
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for one collocate than another may reveal a more common usage.  This can be seen as 

a step toward clarifying ‘what can be said’ as opposed to ‘what is said’. 

 

4. Conclusion 

It is clear from the research presented here that corpus study has much to offer in 

revealing detailed information about the types and frequency of collocations of a given 

word in the Bank of English corpus.  There is reasonable evidence in the study that: 

lots and plenty are highly synonymous, but that lots is favoured in spoken English; lots 

and plenty share many common collocates and also many different ones; common 

collocates are shared to different degrees, leading to the assumption that some 

collocations, while possible, sound less natural.   

 

I feel as if I have only scratched the surface here, however.  What could be revealed in 

a deeper and larger-scale corpus study of the similarities and differences in the usage of 

lots and plenty is certainly much more than what was able to be revealed here.  While 

my understanding of the similarities and differences has deepened somewhat, I remain 

unsure of the actual usage of plenty (or lots) to mean ‘more than enough’.  A 

subsequent corpus study focusing on that sense alone could be an intriguing project. 
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Appendix 1a 
Listing of all subcorpora found in the Bank of English 

Numbers represent the number of tokens found in each subcorpus. 
 
 

usacad     6341888 US academic books  

usephem    3506272 US ephemera   

newsci     7894959 UK New Scientist  

npr       22232422 US public radio  

sunnow    44756902 UK Sun/NoW   

brbooks   43367592 UK books   

brmags    44150323 UK magazines  

guard     32274484 UK Guardian   

econ      15716140 UK Economist  

bbc       18604882 UK BBC radio  

usspok     2023482 US spoken   

wbe        9648371 UK Business   

strathy   15920137 CA Canadian mixed corpus

oznews    34940271 OZ papers   

brephem    4640529 UK ephemera   

usbooks   32437160 US books   

usnews    10002620 US papers   

indy      28075280 UK Independent  

times     51884209 UK Times   

brspok    20078901 UK spoken   
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Appendix 1b 
Number of tokens and frequency per million for lots found in the Bank of English 

 
 

Rank Corpus       Total Number of     Average Number per 

                Occurrences           Million Words 

       

1 brspok             2710                135.0/million 

2 usspok              258                127.5/million 

3 usephem             358                102.1/million 

4 brephem             424                 91.4/million 

5 brmags             4001                 90.6/million 

6 econ               1053                 67.0/million 

7 sunnow             2637                 58.9/million 

8 npr                1294                 58.2/million 

9 oznews             1759                 50.3/million 

10 indy               1340                 47.7/million 

11 times              2380                 45.9/million 

12 guard              1412                 43.7/million 

13 usnews              421                 42.1/million 

14 usbooks            1314                 40.5/million 

15 strathy             637                 40.0/million 

16 newsci              311                 39.4/million 

17 brbooks            1464                 33.8/million 

18 wbe                 243                 25.2/million 

19 bbc                 293                 15.7/million 

20 usacad               72                 11.4/million 
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Appendix 1c 
Number of tokens and frequency per million for plenty found in the Bank of English 

 
 

Rank Corpus      Total Number of       Average Number per 

                Occurrences           Million Words  

       

1 brmags             4863                110.1/million 

2 econ               1716                109.2/million 

3 brephem             417                 89.9/million 

4 oznews             3103                 88.8/million 

5 sunnow             3829                 85.6/million 

6 times              3610                 69.6/million 

7 indy               1805                 64.3/million 

8 usephem             192                 54.8/million 

9 brbooks            2233                 51.5/million 

10 guard              1651                 51.2/million 

11 newsci              347                 44.0/million 

12 usbooks            1197                 36.9/million 

13 brspok              721                 35.9/million 

14 usnews              341                 34.1/million 

15 npr                 626                 28.2/million 

16 strathy             406                 25.5/million 

17 bbc                 360                 19.3/million 

18 usacad              108                 17.0/million 

19 usspok               29                 14.3/million 

20 wbe                  87                  9.0/million 
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Appendix 2a 
100 line concordance sample for lots, sorted 2 places to the right 

*data collected from the usspok and brspok subcorpora 
 
of a telephone. <F01> Mm. <F01> <ZF1> Lots of <ZF0> lots of queries <ZF1> and  
    <ZF1> there were <ZF0> there were lots of <ZF1> p+ er <ZF0> people who were
  Commission <ZF1> is <ZF0> is making lots of <ZGY> <F01> Well a lot of people 
 the local residents. <tc text=pause> Lots of and you can see er the fast-food 
    <X15> Chancellor Hooker, there is lots of anticipation and great interest  
   <ZF0> always made sure they've got lots of books and you know that they But 
three two two thousand is our number. Lots of calls coming in at the moment and
  isn't it 'cos there's just lots and lots of carbon all wrapped round itself. 
  about the mad party where there was lots of cucumbers <ZF1> and <ZF0> and    
  health service is quite burdened by lots of cyclists especially where I am in
    it's erm because they're going in lots of different schools we say Well    
   to get lots of professional groups lots of different specialties all you    
 s not feminism but of course there's lots of different kinds of feminism.     
cos she wears <F05> Cos she has <F04> lots of different trainer things and she 
    I think -- then I think there are lots of dimensions to the question of    
   have time dependent equations with lots of er autoconversion terms and      
   have lots of friends over here but lots of er friends on the surface er and 
 into that sort of thing. And there's lots of erm erm projects in er <ZZ1>     
    Mm. <M11> er the synagogue is and lots of erm cafes and Jewish cafes and so
   position <F01> Mm. <F02> requiring lots of experience <F01> Mm. <F02> to    
     the park was packed. <F01> Yeah. Lots of families children? <F02> Yeah.   
or something don't you? <M0X> You get lots of fruit salad and some and a couple
 Yeah. <M01> er realistic anyway with lots of G C Ms but <M02> No. <M01>       
   than the boys. And so there's like lots of girl groups more than the boys ' 
 the best decisions you can make with lots of good advice from other people who
<F01> Well I suppose if you're eating lots of ice cream you can't talk. <M02>  
        area where you have found out lots of information <ZF1> and <ZF0> and  
 be worked out in a public forum with lots of input from a variety of people.  
 <ZF1> It's nice <ZF0> it's nice with lots of lemon <ZGY> <F0X> Mm. <F0X> And I
 It is <ZGY> I'm sure yes <ZG0> <M0X> lots and lots of letters off to Stratford
We need more data you see and we need lots and lots of lovely tapes of people  
 five 'cos he had to get rid of <ZF1> lots <ZF0> lots of people to stop the    
 <ZF1> quite a <ZF0> quite a bit. Erm lots and lots of suturing <ZGY> all that 
a baby boy last night at two o'clock. Lots of love from MX and FX MX and FX and
   you round then <M01> Cheers. <F01> Lots of love. <M01> Bye. <F01> Bye bye.  
    but <ZF1> we <ZF0> we just gather lots of material and we do our er        
   stress or with diet or with eating lots of Miss Katie's chicken wings. <X01>
  got a wonderful new one and we need lots of money to put it together again.  
     and other people who've given me lots of money I'm able to indulge in it  
       centres very often there are a lots <ZF1> of of <ZF0> of our cities do  
 I'll probably get about four or five lots out of the risotto so hopefully     
 <F0X> <ZGY> into the night we've got lots of other things to do haven't <ZGY> 
 individual reading group reading erm lots of other language work. It demands  
      to do with this. 'Cos I al I do lots of other things besides this you see
   be. <M01> Yeah <ZF1> did <ZF0> did lots of other people <ZF1> in <ZF0> in   
    in the staff room where there are lots of other people around I do worry   
  or in you know in the police and in lots of other organizations. <M02> Mm.   
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I have argued that long and hard with lots of people, including I mean, we had 
Bye bye. Right. Now as I said we have lots of people writing in every seek     
     of Iraq <M01> <000> I mean <ZF1> lots of people <ZF0> lots of people      
     too much <tc text=laughs> erm of lots of people but <M01> I mean they only
   I I I <ZF0> I'm just worried about lots of people having little money to    
<ZF1> lots of <ZF0> <M09> <ZGY> <M01> lots of people <ZG1> have <ZG0> had this 
 to put the weight back on. There are lots of people with their hands up. Lady 
           <F02> Erm I mean a lot yes lots of people ask this question it's    
           <!--072-086--> <ZZ0> <M01> Lots of people are <ZGY> lot of people   
  <M01> Yeah. <M02> lots of things to lots of people. Erm yeah. <M01> Yeah.    
     abuse and our although there are lots of people doing lots of things in   
I'd get away with it. <F01> I suppose lots of people do don't they. <F02> Mm.  
that are popular and hang around with lots of people older than them quite a   
 one given Sunday. We would also have lots of people who may not be here on a  
                <ZZ0> Crime. There is lots of petty crime I suppose. <F01>     
Quite rightly it's John mccarthy. Big lots of pictures. <tc text=pause> It's   
    within the three years and we had lots of pictures with radioactive sources
    to London. Er oh there's lots and lots of places. <M01> <ZGY> <F01> <ZGY>  
these become the norm as they do with lots of policies. I'm not too sure if the
  <ZF0> he got <ZF1> lots of er <ZF0> lots of prizes <ZF1> and c+ <ZF0> and    
    of Shropshire erm where there are lots of problems and I've been in my     
              <M0X> He won't give you lots of properties because he loves you. 
  this evening. But the I mean I know lots of pubs erm <tc text=gasps> but if  
     been done on like local walking. Lots of research on going out to the Peak
      <M01> Yeah. <M02> and there are lots of rules and regulations <M01> Yeah.
         people there's two different lots of shopping. <ZF1> What erm <ZF0>   
    lots of er <tc text=laughs> <ZF0> lots of sound effects and trains. <F01>  
   space in the flat because you need lots of space to get round things. And   
     will be lots of things here that lots of specialists will want us to look 
    er yeah I mean <ZG1> it had <ZG0> lots of spin-offs. I mean for instance   
    re like at the back 'cos I've got lots like that. <F0X> Well it's a sports 
    than that because of course er er lots of them went on then to become      
   Kenya. <M01> Kenya. Well we've got lots of these okay. This is also eighty  
   that's a good point. But there are lots of things we can't handle. But I    
    round I must admit it was sort of lots of things you think oh yeah I could 
  <ZF1> who <ZF0> who's gonna pick up lots of things. So perhaps they I thought
    <F01> Yeah. Yeah. And also he got lots of things out of the way like       
 things done. <M01> Yeah. Yeah. <M02> Lots of things are left festering <M01>  
 <ZF0> the <F0X> I have been in there lots of times <ZGY> <F03> But don't get  
 this has <ZF0> this has died a death lots of times and it came up again in the
 think of MX. We should have sent him lots just to piss him off and then say it
Yeah. <F0X> <ZGY> That <ZG0> it's got lots of variations according to the form 
 carry around. You know you've bought lots you've spent lots of money and er it'
   sorts of things. We went out a lot lots of walks nature walks to the park.  
they d+ <ZF1> they <ZF0> they soak up lots of water and then when you throw    
  way before the test, and there were lots of ways in which that could occur,  
   <M0X> connected <F0X> Mm. <M0X> in lots of ways. <tc text=laughs> But <F01> 
  i+ you know <F02> Mm. <F01> there's lots of ways it sounds like you cope like
be used. <M01> I think we need to set lots of well a couple of lessons for erm 
 got <tc text=pause> four sisters and lots of women relatives in my family who 
    happens to them if you. There are lots of wonderful what ifs that go on    
      we <tc text=pause> well there's lots of work that needs to be done. <M01>
    xxs in the country. <F02> There's lots of xxs. <F01> Mm. <M02> Mm. There   
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Appendix 2b 
100 line concordance sample for plenty, sorted 2 places to the right 

*data collected from the usspok and brspok subcorpora 
 
     No it's all right I think we've plenty actually. <F01> <tc text=laughs>   
         <tc text=pause> <M02> Yeah. Plenty people. <F01> FX. Sh+ <M02> <ZGY>  
    of this document. And we'll have plenty more. <X01> Moddy. <X15> Just to   
lots of toilets. <M01> There's <ZF1> plenty of <ZF0> plenty of toilets. You don'
weed problem to contend with there's plenty of <ZF1> fish <ZF0> fish willing to
you know like they're taking part in plenty of activities and no I wouldn't say
Little <tc text=pause> Oh there were plenty of beer throwing about in them     
they kind to children tick. Is there plenty of car chases tick b+ <M01> Mm.    
 right. <F0X> <ZG1> You've <ZG0> got plenty of change? <M02> <ZG1> I'll just   
student. <F0X> Mm. Oh I think we had plenty of choice in economics didn't we.  
    live <ZG1> very near <ZG0> <M01> plenty of contact with them. <F01> Mm.    
  keep you well informed and there's plenty of courses that they put on for us 
        and more awful. But there is plenty of dialogue in the book. These     
 don't do MX? I ask myself. <M04> Oh plenty I don't do Jonathan but there's you'
  ve got plenty <ZGY> Yeah. We have. Plenty to draw from. <tc text=pause> One  
 you know and just got everything in Plenty of electric and cigarettes so we   
    was no unemployment then because plenty of 'em joined up and remainder     
pursuing for three years. And that's plenty long enough. <X01> So how do you   
looking villains about and there are plenty of er heroic disabled people that I'
I think we will you can find that er plenty of evidence for that erm the       
  <tc text=pause> You feel there are plenty of facilities? <M01> Mm. Yeah. I   
  the low side generally but there's plenty of fish topping and plenty of fish 
you really want to keep food moving. Plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables      
  Okay no more dedications we've got plenty. FX from Weston Super Mare wants to
   idle. <F01> No. <F02> You know y+ plenty of games round here and winter when
    term. Yes it was. But there were plenty of gips who er er er looked after  
 were a family of girls er there was plenty of girls about they may have helped
  wrong are very obvious but there's plenty of good things about <ZZ1>         
          <F0X> Well myself I've got plenty of homes for <ZGY> tables <ZG0>    
 No. And so of course there we'd got plenty of hot water which was an unknown  
  ve got loads of gravy on it that's plenty put it put the spoon back. <M02> In
  a great deal in any of it. There's plenty of it taking place but it doesn't  
what have you <F01> Mm. <M01> I have plenty of jackets and to actually buy     
 there were other <tc text=pause> er plenty of jobs in the locality for them to
    <ZGY> Yeah. <F0X> I mean there's plenty you know <ZGY> <M0X> <ZGY> There's 
menopause is to <tc text=pause> have plenty of love to give out and to receive 
    will start the ball rolling with plenty of meat for you to chew on. We've  
    you she won't be lonely. There's plenty of men on board widowers and <ZF1> 
     a bit of money and they had got plenty of money but when it came to asking
 No. <F02> and like she's always had plenty of money in her pocket. Been able  
  and woods <ZF1> you <ZF0> you find plenty of mushroom. You don't have that   
use needles. Share you know. There's plenty of needles in <ZZ1> <!--place-->   
   know <M01> <ZGY> <F01> I've known plenty of nice Lancashire <tc text=laughs>
        <F01> <tc text=laughs> <F02> plenty of opportunity to say what I think.
 er and er as you can read there are plenty of other reasons or rationales for 
 Of course I'm clever. Cleverer than plenty of other people. But happiness does
Yeah. <M01> I see. Yeah. But you got plenty of pals I suppose. <M02> Mm. <M01> 
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    go on. <F01> Okay. Right. I know plenty of people and I myself can go into 
  used to have <M02> Yes. Yes. <M03> plenty of people taking part <M02> Yes.   
 one. <M01> Just wondered. There are plenty of people who you know d+ end up   
No it's not. <M02> <ZGY> Cos there's plenty of people <ZF1> who <ZF0> who've   
 You know she said er <ZGY> think of plenty of people who could do with a visit
town <ZF1> there are <ZF0> there are plenty of places that are worth trying. I 
take it. <M01> They've certainly had plenty of possession as Andy said there   
           er chickens you know hens plenty of poultry. Oh I was general there.
  d all be N U M they would have had plenty of power <tc text=pause> but it's  
course and then we make sure there's plenty of prey for them and er what we do 
   shop <M0X> They'd still be making plenty of profit. <M0X> Mm. <M0X> and they
as well? <ZGY> <F01> Oh yes they had plenty of rabbits. <ZGY> Cos I always     
conservative? Or <F01> Oh there were plenty of radicals around weren't there.  
  round the Midlands. I mean there's plenty of recording studios round the     
  <F01> No I don't think. So there's plenty of room for a D J. <M01> Yeah.     
 gone er <ZF0> gone away but I'd had plenty of s+ er you know voice production 
 coming back from America you'd have plenty to say. <F02> Oh yes. <ZGY> <F01>  
 would argue. Indeed there are still plenty of sceptics who don't believe in   
   people. <ZGY> There's going to be plenty of scope there for making big      
  but she did drink. <M01> She drank plenty did she? <F07> Yeah. <M01> Yeah.   
   if it's big enough something with plenty of space to work and modern cooker 
<F01> you felt it was very spacious. Plenty of space for everybody. But <ZF1>  
       <ZF1> and <ZF0> and give them plenty of space <ZF1> and <ZF0> and all   
           And extra large we've got plenty of stock <F01> W+ <F02> well we've 
   to <ZG0> er operator erm you have plenty of stops and plenty of drinks and I
   <tc text=pause> Er oh yes there's plenty aren't there people like Edwina    
  they can th I mean er well there's plenty isn't there <F01> Mm. Mm. <F02> I  
    at this rate. <M01> Well there's plenty of tape don't worry.               
        it I'm sure the Scouts do do plenty of that. But er <ZGY> <M02> Well it'
  as we said and probably soaking up plenty of the parliamentary coverage. That'
   <ZF1> you <ZF0> you can see <F02> Plenty at the zoo. <M01> wildlife films   
   me <tc text=tuts> <ZG1> I've done plenty of them anyway <ZG0> <M01>         
 s sufficient. <M02> I think there's plenty <ZF1> there's there's th <ZF0>     
    <F01> Uh huh. <M01> Probably not plenty around. There are some around <ZGY>
    don't have to worry it there are plenty of these. <F01> <ZGY> I should stop
  I mean <ZF1> there <ZF0> there are plenty of things <ZF1> in <ZF0> in to     
 of time for that, and there will be plenty of time for that in the weeks and  
 hard. <tc text=pause> <F01> There's plenty of time for it to go horribly wrong
 minutes or so so you have still got plenty of time to get your calls in if you'
we have to be there at ten so that's plenty of time. <F01> That's <ZGY> fine.  
<M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> <ZGY> <F0X> And er plenty of time to <M0X> <ZGY> <F0X> create
 <tc text=tuts> they were they'd got plenty of time because of going into just 
 <ZF0> or the vice versa. And I mean plenty of times they'd drove they rode    
  t fill the entire display. There's plenty else to see such as smaller        
  huh. <F01> Cos er I mean there are plenty of undergraduate courses but I don'
  Yes. I see and er are you drinking plenty? <F21> Well yes. I you know I knew 
saying it all the time that I've got plenty money. Well if she knew the        
  in five <F01> Mm. <M01> and that's plenty for what I'm doing. <F01> Yeah.    
  very very long hours and there was plenty of work and all that but you were  
  <ZG1> and they <ZG0> And there are plenty <M01> Yeah. <M02> of good          
    bad plays by women and there are plenty of you know plays which I really   
    Okay no more dedications we have plenty thank you. <ZZ1> <!--124-179-->    
    of codswallop of course. There's plenty for young people to do. I mean down

 


